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Analysis of 2022-23 Student Satisfaction & Survey Feedback 
1. 92.89% of the students have responded that more than 70% of the syllabus has been 

covered in class. Out of these, 70.8% of the students have confirmed that 85% to 
100% of the syllabus has been covered by the faculty members. 
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2. 94.7% of the students were well satisfied by the teacher's preparedness for the 
classroom. 

3. 61% of the students confirmed that the teacher's communication skills were always 
effective and comprehensible. 

4. 92.3% of the students are satisfied with the teacher's approach to teaching. 74.1% of 
the students feel that the teacher's approach to teaching is good. 36.3% of the students 
responded that the teacher's approach to teaching is excellent, 37.8% indicated very 
good and 18.2% of the students felt good. 

5. A Substantial portion of the students, i.e. 85.7% were satisfied with internal 
evaluation system of the college. 

6. 72.7% of the respondents indicated that their performances in the assignments were 
discussed with them. 

7. 66.4% of the students indicated that the institute takes an active interest in 

promoting internship, student exchange, and field visit opportunities for students. 
8. 91.1% of the students are satisfied with the teaching and mentoring processes in the 

institution, facilitate cognitive, social and emotional growth out of which 73.2% 
confirmed that teaching and mentoring processes in the institution very well 
facilitete cognitive, social and emotional growth. 
76.2% concurred that the mentors do necessarily follow up assigned to the students. 
Around 82% of the respondents indicated that the institution provides adequate 
opportunities to learn and grow. 79.2% of the students concurred that the institute/ 
teachers use student-centric methods, such as experiential learning, participative 
learning and problem-solving methodologies for enhancing learning experiences. 

9. Around 80% of the students indicated that efforts are made by the institute/ 
teachers to inculcate soft skills, life skills and employability 

skills to make you ready for the world of work. 
10. 74.4% of the students concurred that the teachers inform them about their expected 

competencies, and progranme 

outcomes. 
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11. 83% of the respondents agreed that the teachers illustrate the concepts through 
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examples and applications. 72% of the students agreed that the teachers encourage 
them to participate in extra-curricular activities. 
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12.71.4% of the respondents found that the teachers identified the strengths of the 
students and encouraged them to provide the right level of challenges. 66.4% of the 
respondents felt that the teachers identified their weaknesses and helped them to 
overcome such weaknesses. 
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13. 76.2% indicated that the institution makes an effort to engage students in the 
monitoring, review and continuous quality improvement of the teaching-learning 
process. 

14.81.2% indicates that the teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector, Multimedia, 
etc. while teaching. 

15. A sizable portion of the respondents 83.4% have concurred that the overall quality 
of teaching-learning process in the institute is very good. 
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1. How much of the syllabus was covered in the class?
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2. How well did the teachers prepare for the classes?

336 responses

3. How well were the teachers able to communicate?

336 responses

4. The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as
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Very poor communication
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5. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers.
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6. Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?
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7. The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, student
exchange, field visit
opportunities for students.
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8. The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you
in cognitive, social and
emotional growth.
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9. The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow.

336 responses

10. Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course
outcomes and programme
outcomes.
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Copy
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11. Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to
you.
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12. The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and
applications.
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13. The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with
providing right level of
challenges.
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14. Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to
overcome them.
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15. The institution makes effort to engage students in the monitoring,
review and continuous
quality improvement of the teaching learning process.

336 responses

16. The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as
experiential learning, participative
learning and problem solving methodologies for enhancing learning
experiences.

336 responses
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17. Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities.
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18. Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life
skills and employability
skills to make you ready for the world of work.

336 responses

19. What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector,
Multimedia, etc. while
teaching.
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20. The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is
very good.
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21. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience
in your institution.
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NA

None

N/A

Na

Good

Good

No suggestions

Nothing

No suggestions

.

No improvement needed

Nothing as such

Everything is good

Nothing

The teaching is quite good

Helpful Mentors and teachers

Discipline, cooperation, understanding

Should have more of events...and should give exposure to students by planning certain college
trips yearly

1. Handouts for each topic must be provided by all teachers after completion of one topic 2.
Equal opportunities must be given to all to participate in extra curricular activities.

Teachers need to focus more on each student

Must not have 2 hrs of classes of same subject it's get difficult to concentrate properly



1. Personally connecting with every student 2. Encouraging them to participate in co curricular
activities .

More industry visits for BBA Students, Making those candidates learn important skills for
internships who are willing to do it and also find it for them

Teachers should check students assignments or projects

B

1) BBA department should take some steps so that the students actively participate in extra-
curricular activities like the other departments

The teachers must give and take prompt constructive feedback.

I think the institute is doing a great job

The results of CIE should be discussed before IA, soft skills should be given the same
importance as syllabus,

1) Practical learning/Real Case-Study based problems should be discussed in the class.
2)Mental calculations,speed Increase and Time management should be taught in the class. 3)
Teachers should focus on how to enhance the presentation and verbal skills of every student.

SHIFT THE BBA DEPARTMENT TO THE MAIN CAMPUS

Communicate with the students, coz maximum time, students fail to follow up what is being
taught. Avoid using microphone in classes, since it becomes too loud to be heard clearly,
prefer using natural vocal. Keep experimental classes where students can participate in GD,
Business Plans, Discuss marketing strategies etc to enhance their skills and apply what they
have learned in classrooms.

Please provide jet spray in the toilets 🙏

The test papers should be given to students for to see the marks

T

1. Less class duration 2. More practical classes 3. Less theoretical classes

Our CIE Examinations Paper was never shown back for reassessment to know where did we go
wrong and correct ourselves in the future

Integrating real-world applications and examples into the curriculum to demonstrate the
relevance of the subjects being taught to bridge the gap between theory and practice. In this
way learning would be meaningful and help us students for their future careers.

Try to use the available devices in the class to teach.

To focus on students wants and needs

Our internal papers are never shown to us thus giving us a opportunity to see our progress.
Paper like CIE , IA or any exam. Our syllabus is never confirmed and we are always informed



right before our exams making it difficult for us to prepare. We are not provided with sufficient
study material

FINANCE should get an STUDENT INVESTMENT FUND which we (students doing CFA FRM OR
CA)can manage with a corpus of x amount. This makes us truly employable when we we have
if on our resume that we have managed funds before. It my sincere request that you consider
it.

Class should be interactive, class should be made to understand subjects well

1. Motivate students to focus on assignment and also increase positiveness. 2 Setup the
adiquate environment to take online classes for students who cannot come to attend offline
class for a valid reason. 3. Advice students for their career and academic opportunities.

Its good overall

Teachers should use microphone in the classroom so that everyone can hear them

1. Conceptual teaching 2. Discuss doubts of students

All things are ok

1. Teaching Style of many teachers are different and I like that. 2. Many teachers used to do
only teaching and thats the reason i think many of them bunk the class, so teacher have to do
interact with the students. 3. Always a Besc �

Make a strict attendance rule

1. The teaching staff is greatly helpful 2. All instructions are very clearly given. 3. The
extracurricular activities are the best

All is ok

Kindly ask the teachers to be in touch with the students and give them fair marks in internal
exams

Lots of mtp

Nothing as such, the institution is doing just fine for us the students

1.More practical methods of teaching.2. More use of digital board for explaining
concepts.3.focused should be on learning

Overall I am satisfied. Thank you.

Information,

Teachers can try to pay more attention towards the weak student and help them.

1. RS2 and GD ma'am need to improve their teaching.

establish regular feedback mechanism;emphasize soft skills



No such suggestions.. teachers are doing a great job❤

Best teachers

1) College helping staff(not professors)members are extremely rude and uncooperative. 2)
Please invest in a better placement cell where good companies sign up to recruit, our college
has a lot of talented students

Kindly hear student's perspective more

...

Compulsory attendance must be there

Teachers are very good, they are very friendly and helpful

Teaching staff in excellent

1:- Weekly revision 2:- Quizzes 3:- some type of recreation weekly

Explaining a topic using students and daily life experiences can be better

Some teachers are the best....and some need training regarding how to teach...PKT sir, Gargi
Mam, Gargi Das are the best teachers..

Internals marks should be given wisely I don’t why few who don’t come to are getting 16, 15 13
11 according to what they feel like ,a college like Bhawanipur shouldn’t do this shame on you

Everything is going good

No suggestions, teachers are doing well

Attendance should be made compulsory.

There is nothing to give suggestions

1) Group Projects

1. Some new courses may be added , 2. More sports and games may be added

Internal exams marks valuation

Some professors are very egoistic. They think they can never be wrong. Only a handful of one
or two professors were good and approachable.

Less assumptions about the background of individuals rather more focus to bring a change
and educate for the better .

more about study

1-Make teaching a two way interaction 2-Make sure that the learning materials is encouraging
and interactive



Excellent

Provide workshop and placement knowledge to every candidate through their respective email
or through thier group

1.Syllabus should be fully covered

Effective Efficient Repeat

Good teachers

Presentations, practical demonstration, real life examples

Support for interal evaluation marks by fair marking

1.college should do mandatory attendance for students.2.college should provide factory visit
to the students. 3. Last but not the least, the college should provide pratical knowledge to the
students

Few teachers are way too strict.I have never had any personal issues with any teachers, but
just by observing them, they seem so rude and arrogant, which creates a great hindrance in
communication.still remember, how horrible was the teachers behavior during our
internals,and that too out of no reason, i guess students become a burden on them.I would
suggest the College to identify these teachers and tell them to be more polite and
approachable.A man becomes cursed due to their arrogance. But again, there are very kind
and helpful teachers as well.

1.Set clear classroom expectations. 2.try to remove the fear of failure. 3.Encourage
participations. .

Give more hometasks

Overall learning experience is very good

Overall the teaching - learning experience in my institution is good. So, No suggestions.

1) Attendance of Bcom students should be taken care of. (2) Teachers must try interact more
in the ratio of 1:1(with each and every students present in the class). (3) I feel Computer
teachers (IT-sem6) should have to be more responsible.

With due respect the following observations:1) Bhawanipur college is the best (2) Teaching
faculties of Bhawanipur college is the best (3) I love my college and I am proud being an
undergraduate of The BESC
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